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reducing thermal conduct ion from a
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the optimum parameter space is quite
remote from that of conventional high gain
targets. Although conventional drivers
optimized for conventional targets are
probably not optimum for magnetized fuel
at its extremes, there is a continuum
between the conventional p~rameter space
●nd the new parameter apace, suggesting a
possible role for conventional drivers,
However, it would appear that rnagnetizcd
fuel warrants a complete rethinking of the

At the third International Conference on
Emerging Nuclear Energy SysLem# [1], we
presented computational results which
suggested that ‘breakeven” cxperirnents in
inertial confinement fusion (lCF) may be
possible with existing driver technology,
Our computations used a simple
zer~dimensional model to survey the
parameter space available for magnetized
fuel. The survey predicted the existence of a
totally new region in parameter space where
significant thermonuclear fuel burn-up can
occur, The new region is quite remote from
“conventional” parameter sp~ce and is
characterized by very low fuel densities,
nd, moat
very low implosion velocities, ●
importantly, driver requirements reduced by
orders of magnitude [2), Where~ our initial
computations
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point for

more cornprehcnniw invcsligrnlionsl Our

~xtendrd model predicts that it i~ poariblc
10 obtain a Iargv cold furl burn.l]p fraclion,
leading to very high gain, and onrr ag~in,
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National Laboratory using glass
micr~balloons mounted on the anode [5] A
thin collectm plate intercepted the
non-relativistic prepulae and discharged a
current through the deuterium in the
microballoon,
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connect.
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magnetized plmma. The relativistic,
focused main pulse then imploded the
target

and a significant
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Figure 2 shows a second Lindl-Widner
diagram for several implosion velocities. It
is apparent that the magnetized fuel
ignition region can be reached with
exceedingly slow implosions (v 0.3cm/p8),
while the conventional region requires very
fast implosions, with velocities as high as
30cm/pa. An accompanying paper
describes a LASNEX calculation of a
magnetized fuel target that ignited with an
implosion velocity of 1$cm/ps, but this is
by no means the lowest that will allow
ignition [8].
The power and power density ‘equired
to drive magnetized fuel targets ia orders of
magnitude lower than for conventional ICF
targeta. This means that microfusion may
be poaaible with current driver technology.
The disadvantage of the simple magnetized
fuel targeta dacribed above is that they
have low gain, The purpose of this paper is
to investigate the feasibility of using the
magnetized fuel to light a cold fuel layer
●nd thereby ●chieve high gtin.

Fig. 3. Magnetized fuel target with cold
fuel layer.
Figure 3 shows a magnetized fuel
target with a cold fuel layer and the
●dditional parameters that must be
considered. For a cold maaa to hot mnss
ratio of five, implosion energy to mass
ratioa can be found for energies M low as 30

.
In the sprit of previous exploratory
calculations, we have extended our zero
dimensional model to include ● cold fuel
layer inside the pusher that surroundrn the
magnetized fuel, We have not considered
the enhancement of fusion probability due
to polarisation ●ffects in either the
magnetized fuel or the cold fuel, In
●ddition, the survey calcualtions for the
simple targets did not include any fusion
burn product energy deposition, so that
ignition WSJ impossible, but in thcae
calcualtions energy deposition had to br
included, }{owever, the enhancement of
alpha puticle deposition due to the field
wu not included in the zero dimensional
model used for the calculations prtwentrd

3

The peak burn fractions occur for initial
implosion velocities and DT densities
significantly lower than required for
conventional ICF targets. This is illustrated
in Figures 4 vi~d 5. The magnetized central
igniter makes possible orders of magnitude
greater gain ~nd burn fraction than could
be achieved with no magnetic field in the
central igniter (but with the same initial
preheat). For example, the 30 KJ target
gives only 0.01% burn of the cold fuel and a
but 18%
gain of 0.4 with no magnetization,
burn-up and a gain of 40 with an initial
field of 100 MC.

-itatAiw:*

t, (, M>

Fig, 5. Performance ofs 300 KJ target,

The gain without the cold fuel Iaycr would
have been only 4, The 300 KJ target gives
a maximum gain of 200 with a cold to hot
mu ratio of 5, While the two examples
given hert ●chieve peak burn. up for
implosion velocities of about 10cm/p8,
significant burn-up ●nd gairl are pssil~lc
with much slower irnplosionn, velucilics no
low that conventional lCP t~rgcls won’t
ignite, The low implosion velority and
Isrgcr size of magnetized fwd targetn mnkw
the use of lower power, higher elIicicllcy

drivers very attractive. In fact the issue of
high gain is much less important for
systems employing such drivers.

We have used our zer~dimensiona!
model to survey the parameter space for
magnetized fuel targets employing a cold
fuel layer. Our extended model predict~
that it is possible to obtain a Iargc cold fuel
burn-up fraction, leading to very high gain,
and once again, the optimum parameter
apace is quite remote from that of
conventional high gain targets. Wh!ie
encouraging, other studies suggest that
igniting a cold fuel layer with the hot,
burning, magnetized fuel is diflhh. !9],
Additional studies are in progress that
should improve our physics models and lead
to ● fuller understanding of magnetized fuel
physics [10], lncluaion of the enhancement
of the a!pha particle deposition due to the
magnetic field in OU. zer-dimensional
model could change the fractional burn. ups
●nd gains reported here. Nevertheless, the
results shown here are sufficiently
encouraging to warrant continued study.
Although conventional drivers
optimized for conventional targets are
probably not optimum for magnetized fuel
●t ib ●xtremes, there is ● continuum
between the conventional parameter space
and the new parameter space, suggesting a
pasitdc role for conventional drivers,
However, it would appear thnt magnctizrd
furl warrants a cornph+terethinking of tlw
entire driver/largrt con figuralioll.
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